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The reasons for our discussion

The provocation:

• method products have gained 20% of sales in Target in less
than five years.

• method products have recently signed a distribution deal
with Wal-Mart.

We want to:

• Examine the causes and significance of these
developments.

• Identify ways to increase volume share for Mr. Clean (and
not merely defend) over the next two years.
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Assessing method:  Strengths

In brief:  method has tapped into some very
contemporary consumer needs and desires (and
some classics, as well).

• Brand position “detox your home” taps into
growing consumer concern about home
health & safety

• Attention to design taps into growing
consumer appreciation for form factor and
ease-of-use.

• First moment:  Eye-catching “modern”
designs evoke higher brand values like
“transparency” and distance brand from
established “toxic” solutions

• Second moment:  More enjoyable
usage experience from product
“fragrance” instead of “smell”

• Effective PR effort has roused sentiment for
market “underdog” with story of brand’s birth
and development (another example of brand
transparency).

• Online presence educates in an entertaining,
accessible way, including display of
ingredients non-chemists can recognize.

• Community seems genuine & human
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Assessing method:  Weaknesses

• Less than efficient:  Even “organic” press and
community describe Method products as
requiring more “elbow-grease” and larger
quantities of product to accomplish tasks

• Higher cost
• Growing awareness among target that

Method licenses some of its products
from others, and so the benefits are
available more cheaply in same
marketplace

• Lingering suspicion about veracity of non-
toxic claims evident in blog comments,
related to vague or missing ingredient lists on
method packaging

• “Quirky” tonality of brand identity occasionally
infantile (“people against dirty,” “running
through the legs of the giant”), potentially off-
putting to some

• Lower brand awareness and distribution (for
now)

Treehugger link:
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2004/10/
method_home_cle.php)
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The larger context (or) “How niche is method?”

method’s success seems to be based on some very
mainstream trends:

• Consumer concern for home health & safety, as
evidenced by:

• “Sales of natural household cleaners have risen
12% to $102 million.”*

• Numerous publications and blog buzz around
non-toxic and organic household cleaners, as
concerns about asthma, birth defects etc. rise
among consumers.

• Consumer concern for the environment:
• “Americans are becoming increasingly anxious

about the environment. In January [2006], 57%
rated "protecting the environment" a top priority,
up from 49% a year ago and just 39% in 2003.”**

• Consumer appreciation of effective design:
• Think iPhone, Razr

*  Innovation drives household sales consumers by Tom Branna Household &
Personal Products Industry (magazine), December 2006

** Both Reds and Blues Go Green on Energy by Michael Dimock February 2006,
Pew Research Institute http://pewresearch.org/pubs/8/both-reds-and-blues-
go-green-on-energy
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Strategic response:  Be the authority on safe home cleaning

Take a stance, not just a brand position:
• “Clean with toxins” is an oxymoron.  Mr. Clean understands the importance of a

safe environment to families, and is taking tough measures to make that
available to them.

Use Mr. Clean’s prevailing brand awareness to become the authority on safe, “green”
home cleaning:

• Demonstrate a genuine commitment to safety and innovation through research
• Educate the public on what’s inside Mr. Clean, and how to use it best.

Re-brand to support this position of authority:
• Mr. Clean the icon may be inviolable, but it could be useful to find ways to

convey “brains” as well as brawn in overall brand presentation.  Consider, for
example,  re-visiting the copy foundation “Cleans your whole and house and
everything in it.”  It suggests a mindless automaton; this is an era when
consumers appreciate responsiveness in their brands.
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Key message and targets

Key message:  Mr. Clean is more efficient but just as safe and possibly safer than
the leading “natural” cleanser – with greater resources for research to ensure that
claim.

Targets:
• Treat the the 12% of consumers that converted to natural household cleaners

last year as leading indicators. - and therefore high-value targets.  Make a
special effort to win them back, possibly with brand extensions that use only
organic ingredients that can be sold in health food stores and similar markets.

• With issues like global warming and increasing rates of asthma in the news
nearly daily,  the 57% of US consumers who rated “protecting the environment”
a top priority should be considered receptive and addressed as well.
Differentiate Mr. Clean from method by speaking to them as adults.
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Do more than re-brand:  Re-formulate and re-configure as needed

Re-formulate:
• Re-examine ingredients to identify safer alternatives, and

cleaner, more pleasant fragrances (including odorless where
practical).
• Mr. Clean’s great good fortune:  It’s not associated with a

particular ingredient like Clorox.
Re-configure:
• Emulate the success of Mr. Clean Magic Eraser.  Create the right

tools for particular tasks so consumers can minimize their
exposure to abrasive chemicals, and to improve ease-of-use.
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Communications:  Lead by example . . .
Fundamental plan:  Authorities must lead by example as well as word.  Brand communications
will need to raise awareness of the new Mr. Clean (not just tough, but smart, too), but also find
ways to show how Mr. Clean is walking the walk.

Review and re-brand packaging to emphasize renewed brand values, visible at point-of-sale
• Transparency evoked in design, demonstrated in product information available.
• Ease-of-use
• Bio-degradable packaging, or else easily recyclable in as many regions as possible.

Minimal waste becomes another way to say “clean” and “green.”

Review your media mix to raise awareness, but consider also:
• Big, bold and iconic gestures such  as what you did with cleaning up after Katrina.  What’s

next?  Search for ways to make a story out of cleaning other public spaces, or possibly
toxic dumps.

• Solicit suggestions from communities
• Seek out intimate touch points where consumers might encounter Mr. Clean every day.

E.g., Free, one-use samples in public restrooms (in bio-degradable packaging, of course).
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. . . and be an accessible leader
Use all available resources online to find and attract  audiences concerned about home safety,
natural cleansers, environmental and related issues:

• Search engine optimization and marketing
• Communities and forums (handle blogs with care)
• Behavioral targeting

Once you have their attention, educate:
•  Dramatize the quest for safer ingredients.
• Tell people what’s inside and rebut perceptions where necessary and possible, e.g.,

alcohol ethoxylates v. corn alcohol.
• But also listen to people; continue to solicit comments, suggestions, stories (videos?) on

how they actually use Mr. Clean products, find ways to start conversations

One final note:
• Redesign the Mr. Clean website from scratch to align with this rebranding.  The current

site has got to go – into the Prelinger Archives!  Compare it  to the Clorox site for a sense
of alternatives.


